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Key Points:6
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ent VHF signatures related to the channel conductivity.12
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Abstract13

This work presents the first observation of a multi-stroke positive cloud-to-ground light-14

ning flash sharing the same channel to ground mapped with a VHF broadband interferometer15

and a Lightning Mapping Array. This type of lightning flash is very rarely observed, and16

it is currently unclear how frequent it is and even under what conditions it occurs. Our17

observations indicate a scenario where the first downward positive leader initiates from a18

decayed negative channel. After the first return stroke, some of the main negative channel19

branches stop propagating and likely cut off. A fast recoil leader and/or a fast breakdown20

play a crucial role in reconnecting these previously decayed leader channels and initiating21

the subsequent positive stroke. The mechanism we propose to describe the phenomenon22

allows us to explain its rarity and the discrete positive charge transfer to the ground.23

Plain Language Summary24

In the same lightning flash, whose usual duration is a few hundred milliseconds, there25

can be multiple negative cloud-to-ground (-CG) strokes with different terminations or fol-26

lowing a pre-existing channel to the ground. In contrast, it is not common to have multiple27

positive cloud-to-ground (+CG) strokes, and especially multi-stroke +CG flashes sharing28

the same channel to ground are very rarely observed. This polarity asymmetry is not well29

understood and many aspects are debated. In this letter, we present for the first time the30

very high frequency (VHF) radio band observation of a multi-stroke +CG flash along the31

same channel, observed simultaneously by a VHF broadband interferometer and a Lightning32

Mapping Array (LMA) in north-central Colombia. These combined observations have a high33

temporal resolution and spatial accuracy and allowed us to observe in detail the develop-34

ment of flash and in particular to understand the initiation mechanism of the subsequent35

positive stroke.36

1 Introduction37

Positive cloud-to-ground (+CG) lightning flashes are less frequent than the negative38

counterpart, about 10% of the global cloud-to-ground lightning, but in general, their charge39

transfer is an order of magnitude greater (Rakov & Uman, 2003). For this reason, they40

usually can cause more damage in particular to tall structures like wind turbines (e.g.,41

Montanyà et al., 2014; Becerra et al., 2018) or cause wildfire ignition (e.g., Fuquay et42

al., 1972; Blouin et al., 2016). Furthermore, +CG flashes are mainly associated with the43

production of transient luminous events like sprites in mesoscale convective systems (e.g.,44

Boccippio et al., 1995; Williams et al., 2010; van der Velde et al., 2014). Therefore, +CG45

flashes have attracted great research interest in recent years and some aspects are still46

debated or require a better understanding.47

One of these aspects is regarding the origin and the development of multi-stroke +CG48

lightning. Positive flashes usually have a single stroke (Rakov & Uman, 2003). However,49

several cases of multi-strokes positive flashes were recently studied and reported in the50

literature. The average number of strokes in a +CG flash is estimated around 1.0 and 1.351

and with a maximum multiplicity of 5 (e.g., Fleenor et al., 2009; Nag & Rakov, 2012; Wu et52

al., 2020). The first study reporting optical observations of multi-stroke +CGs flashes was53

conducted by Fleenor et al. (2009). They documented for the first time subsequent positive54

strokes sharing the same channel to ground, and observed nine multi-stroke +CG flashes55

of which five cases involving a pre-existing channel. Saba et al. (2010) reported high-speed56

video observations of 19 multi-stroke +CG flashes and only one case of subsequent positive57

stroke along the same channel. These optical observations highlighted the occurrence and58

rarity of the phenomenon, but present limitations in describing the flash development within59

the cloud and the mechanisms that make subsequent positive strokes possible.60
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Thanks to improved lightning detection systems, new observations and findings on61

multi-stroke +CG flashes are emerging. Wu et al. (2020) reported 47 new observations of62

multi-stroke +CG flashes during the winter season in Japan. They observe that downward63

positive leaders (DPLs) in multi-stroke flashes are mostly originated from in-cloud negative64

leader channels. It is relevant to note that they did not observe any subsequent stroke65

striking at the same location as a previous stroke. Yuan et al. (2020) investigated the origin66

of an uncommon three-stroke event with different terminations to ground and proposed a67

mechanism involving an advancing negative leader.68

Recently, Zhu et al. (2021) observed 84 multi-stroke +CG flashes during a supercell storm69

in Argentina. They observed 54 (64%) +CG flashes with a subsequent leader following a70

pre-existing channel to ground, assuming that two different strokes share the same channel71

if their striking points are within 100 m. They suggested that the behavior of subsequent72

leaders in positive lightning can be very similar to subsequent leaders in negative lightning.73

These new observations raise interest and new questions about the conditions necessary for74

these phenomena to occur, and what mechanisms may explain the discrete charge transfer75

along the same channel in +CG flashes.76

The VHF broadband interferometer is a privileged instrument for investigating this77

phenomenon. It has a very high temporal resolution, at least one order of magnitude78

higher than other lightning detection networks with remote sensors, and its strength is the79

capability to resolve in detail leader channels and breakdown discharges even inside the80

cloud. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that a multi-stroke +CG lightning81

flash sharing the same channel to ground was observed by a VHF broadband interferometer82

and simultaneously by a Lightning Mapping Array (LMA).83

2 Instrumentation and Methodology84

The data presented in this work were recorded during an observational campaign at the85

Universidad Industrial de Santander (UIS) campus of Barrancabermeja (Colombia) in au-86

tumn 2019. Instruments, processing techniques, and the deployment of the instrumentation87

are further described by Urbani et al. (2021).88

2.1 VHF Broadband Interferometer89

A VHF broadband interferometer (INTF) is an instrument capable of mapping lightning90

discharges with a high temporal resolution. We designed and built our version, which91

consists of three antennas (aluminum disks of radius 20 cm) deployed along two orthogonal92

baselines of 22 m. The antenna’s output signal is connected to a bandpass filter (20-8093

MHz) and then preamplified. The digitizer used for the acquisition system is a GaGe Razor94

Express 1604 with four channels, 16-bit resolution and 200 MS per second sampling rate.95

The interferometric processing technique is a window-based cross-correlation method (Stock96

et al., 2014) improved by a clustering algorithm to average overlapping solutions and perform97

noise reduction (Urbani et al., 2021). The time window used is 512 samples (2.56 ns), the98

timing uncertainty and the angular resolution are reported in the Supporting Information99

(SI).100

2.2 Colombia Lightning Mapping Array101

The Colombia Lightning Mapping Array (Colombia-LMA) was installed by the Uni-102

versitat Politécnica de Catalunya (UPC) lightning research group (López et al., 2019). At103

the time of the measurements, it consisted of 8 VHF antennas (60-66 MHz bandwidth)104

deployed with baselines from ∼ 6 to ∼ 36 km around the city of Barrancabermeja. The pro-105

cessing technique based on time-of-arrival is provided by New Mexico Tech. More detailed106

information about the LMA can be found in Rison et al. (1999) and Thomas et al. (2004).107
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Figure 1. Multi-stroke +CG flash along the same channel, event: 2019-10-27 11:15:06 (UTC).

a) Electric field waveform recorded by the flat plate antenna, LINET detection (Betz et al., 2009)

and Geostationary Lightning Mapper (GLM) energy (Goodman et al., 2013). b) Evolution of the

multi-stroke +CG flash in altitude, Quasi-3D data. c) Time-distance plot of the VHF sources from

the lightning initiation, colored by azimuth, Quasi-3D data. d) Time-elevation plot INTF data

compared with LMA data. e) Development of the flash, Quasi-3D data. f) VHF broadband inter-

ferometer data on Elevation-Azimuth plane. It is possible to observe (see letter A) the subsequent

positive stroke (red) along the same pre-existing cloud-to-ground channel (green). The correspon-

dence between panels e) and f) is highlighted through the letters A-F. An animation of the entire

flash is available in the Supporting Information.
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2.3 Quasi-3D conversion108

Simultaneous detections of a lightning flash with the INTF and the LMA allow us109

to use a post-processing technique, which has the great advantage of combining the high110

temporal resolution of the INTF with the spatial accuracy of the LMA. This technique111

called “Quasi-3D conversion” was introduced and described by Stock (2014). It consists112

of an interpolation technique in a few steps: first, the projection of the LMA data on the113

system of reference of the interferometer; second, a raw approximation of the 3D projection114

is made for each INTF source in the elevation-azimuth plane by interpolating the values115

to the LMA sources; finally, an iterative procedure using alternately the spatial correlation116

and successive projections allows an estimation of the radial distance of individual INTF117

sources.118

This technique is clearly approximated and imperfect because in some cases there simply are119

not enough LMA sources to reconstruct the correct development of all lightning branches (or120

very fast lightning processes) and sometimes this may introduce artifacts. A noise reduction121

and supervised processing are needed to get reliable results. On the other hand, Quasi-3D122

reconstruction adds substantial information to understand the overall structure of the flash123

removing the typical ambiguity in the 2D data of the interferometer. It can be appreciated124

in Figure 1e and Figure 1f, where a correspondence between different leader branches is125

highlighted through the letters A-F.126

3 Observations and Analysis127

We observed two multi-stroke +CG flashes with a double stroke along the same channel128

to ground, named with the timestamp in UTC time of the first return stroke: (1) 2019-10-27129

11:05:10 and (2) 2019-10-27 11:15:06. We present in detail only the second flash for sake of130

brevity, but where some differences are relevant or some important results are consistent we131

mention the other case.132

3.1 Multi-stroke +CG flash: 2019-10-27 11:15:06133

In this section, we describe the development of the multi-stroke +CG flash (2), which134

can be best appreciated from the Quasi-3D data animation provided in the SI. A frame of135

this animation and the evolution of the main physical quantities and dimensions are shown136

in Figure 1. Additionally, a schematic representation of the flash development is provided137

in Figure 2.138

The origin of the flash (2) was located by the LMA at an altitude of around 6 km and139

a horizontal distance from the INTF of about 4.5 km.140

After an initiation phase, of which the duration is around 1.5 ms propagating upward,141

several negative leader branches start growing with an average speed of 1.2 × 105 m/s in142

two main directions upward and horizontal (Animation S1, Figure 2a). The strong VHF143

emission of the negative leaders masks the positive leader development, and only a faint144

emission belonging to the positive leaders can be clearly located at a height of around 5.5145

km after 31 ms from the initiation. The upward negative leader subsequently forks again146

and both branches stop propagating about ∼ 40 ms before the first positive stroke, reaching147

an altitude of around 10 km. A third negative branch initiates from one of the previous148

vertical branches at an altitude of 7.5 km and propagates upward with a similar speed.149

The main horizontal negative leader branch grows westward, generating multiple secondary150

branches.151

According to our best interpretation of the data (Figure S3, Figure 2c), it seems that152

the DPL does not originate from the typical bidirectional leader development after the flash153

initiation (e.g. Mazur, 2002; van der Velde et al., 2014; Li et al., 2020), but from the154

negative horizontal channel in its lowest altitude location (∼5.7 km). A similar scenario is155

widely reported in literature (e.g. Krehbiel, 1981; Saba et al., 2009; Nag & Rakov, 2012;156
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Wu et al., 2020; Yuan et al., 2020). In our data, it is possible to observe a recoil leader157

along a decayed secondary branch of the horizontal negative channel simultaneously with158

the DPL initiation. This could be evidence of a disconnected channel and it might create159

the conditions to initiate the first DPL (Figure 2b, Figure S3). The DPL initiates about160

4.8 ms before the first return stroke (RS1). The development of the DPL is mainly vertical161

(the horizontal development is around 3.2 km) with an overall average speed of 1.4 × 106162

m/s. More details on the initiation of first DPL are reported in the SI.163

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the multi-stroke +CG flash 2019-10-27 11:15:06. Blue lines

and red lines indicate respectively propagating negative leaders and propagating positive leaders

(observed by the INTF). Green lines indicate fast lightning processes such as recoil leaders or fast

new breakdowns. The gradient color indicates time evolution and the faded color indicates decayed

channels which are no longer propagating.

After the DPL connection with the ground, the return stroke RS1 brings ground poten-164

tial to the channel, inserting negative charge along the previous negative leader channels.165

The vast majority of leader channels are involved, but there is more VHF activity in the166

horizontal channel compared with the vertical ones and the initiation of another main neg-167

ative leader branch in a different direction (Figure 1e, negative leader branch F, Figure 2d).168

After RS1, the flash continues to propagate in the two negative horizontal branches of the169

leader, the westward branch and the new northward branch. After 40 ms from RS1, all170

leading upward branches to the east stop propagating (Figure 2e), and after 58 ms from171

RS1, the northward branch (F) stops propagating, while the westward branch (D,E) contin-172

ues to propagate reaching a length of about 25 km (Figure 2f). Approximately 2 ms before173

the second return stroke (RS2), a fast recoil discharge can be observed which appears to174

involve or possibly trigger the subsequent DPL (Figure 2g). More details on this fast process175

and the initiation of the second DPL along the previous channel to ground are discussed in176

section 3.2. The interstroke interval between the RS1 and RS2 is about 74.5 ms, whereas in177

flash (1) it is about 25.5 ms.178
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Similarly, after the RS2, it is possible to observe a burst of VHF activity that can be179

associated with the continuing current phase (e.g. Lapierre et al., 2017). The continuing180

current can also be seen from the Geostationary Lightning Mapper (GLM) data and the181

electric field measurements (Figure 1a).182

Figure 1e shows the increase in VHF activity especially in the westward horizontal branches183

(C,D,E) and in the previously stopped northward branch (F), where the fast processes (red184

color) correspond to the re-ionization of the leader tips, an effect of the continuing current.185

Negative branch Leader (F) restarts to propagate again after RS2 (Figure 2i). A new186

leader branch (B) is initiated after 15 ms from RS2 giving rise to a particularly extended187

and branched negative leader with higher speed 2.4 × 105 m/s, probably developing in a188

previously highly ionized area.189

3.2 Initiation of the subsequent positive leader along the previous channel190

One of the main questions regarding multi-stroke +CG flashes is how the subsequent191

downward positive leader could initiate and propagate along the same channel of the first192

DPL and why this is not as common as in -CG flashes. To investigate this aspect, we analyze193

what happens in the last milliseconds before the second return stroke. In this section, we194

describe the observations and the analysis for the multi-stroke +CG flash (2) illustrated in195

Figure 3, the other case is reported in the SI. The interpretation of these observations are196

discussed in section 4.197

Figure 3a is an overview of the data collected in the last 4 ms before RS2. It shows198

a time-elevation plot with the VHF sources detected by the INTF and the LMA, the VHF199

waveform, and the electric field waveform detected by the flat plate antenna. It can be seen200

that a fast recoil leader [A] starts to propagates at about 2.4 ms before RS2. After 0.5201

ms, it initiates a breakdown phase [B] and then it continues to propagate likely retracing a202

previous channel [C] until about 1.5 ms before RS2. In Figure 3b and 3c, we map with an203

elevation-azimuth plot the propagation of the leader stages [A] and [B], whereas in Figure204

3d we consider a larger time interval including [C].205

The analysis of these observations provides a more complete description of the recoil206

leader and the breakdown preceding the second DPL. We observed that the recoil leader207

initiates from the far end of a secondary decayed branch belonging to the main horizontal208

negative leader branch. This secondary branch was the one likely involved in triggering209

the first DPL (Figure S3) and it was subsequently extended by RS1 (Animation S1). The210

recoil leader retraces the channel propagating backward (Figure 3b). Although we are not211

able to precisely localize the three-dimensional development of this branch, the fact that it212

proceeds from a lower to a higher elevation suggests that the recoil leader is approaching, in213

the INTF reference system. This assumption is also supported by the increase of the VHF214

intensity and the monotonic enhancement of the electric field detected by the flat plate215

antenna in time correspondence with the recoil leader stage [A] as indicated by a black216

arrow in Figure 3a. The combined observations of the leader’s spatial development and the217

electric field enhancement allow us to infer the leader charge polarity which is consistent218

with an approaching negative leader. The recoil leader speed was estimated to be between219

1.0−1.5×107 m/s by a comparison with the speed of the previous negative leader (1.2×106220

m/s) along the same channel.221

After 0.5 ms, we observed a strong increase of the VHF intensity and a variation in222

the electric field consistent with a fast breakdown [B], which likely reconnects previously223

disconnected leader channels. According to what we can see with INTF, it is interesting to224

note that it does not seem to retrace a previous channel but it traces a new path connecting225

itself with the origin of the flash (Figure 3b and 3c). After the connection with the origin of226

the flash, another recoil leader [C] can be observed, likely the continuation of [A] and [B], in227

a decayed leader branch clearly not belonging to the main horizontal leader channel. When228

the recoil leader [C] stops propagating, it can be observed in the electric field waveform the229
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indication of an accumulation of positive charge which gives rise to the second DPL in the230

following 0.3 ms. The second DPL is shown in Figure 4c and 4d and it is described in detail231

in the next section.232

Finally, we show in Figure 3e the first 300 microseconds after the second DPL connection233

to the ground. It is possible to map the RS2 retracing the DPL channel and moreover, it234

is interesting to note that the whole in-cloud VHF activity during this time interval is235

located around the recoil leader A-C. Especially, as indicated by the arrows, along the the236

recoil channel [A], then in [C] and in the junction point between [A] and [B] from where237

it originates a new fast negative leader channel. These observations seems to support the238

hypothesis that the recoil leader A-C is not an uncorrelated lightning process happening239

before RS2 but probably the trigger mechanism of the subsequent DPL.240
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Figure 3. Initiation of the second DPL along a previous channel to ground, multi-stroke +CG

flash 019-10-27 11:15:06 (UTC). a) Overview of the last 4 ms before RS2. Time-elevation plot of

the VHF sources mapped by the INTF and LMA. Electric field waveform (red line) recorded by

the flat plate antenna and VHF waveform (gray line). A black arrow indicates the electric field

enhancement in correspondence of the approaching recoil leader. b) and c) Recoil leader and new

breakdown connecting a previous channel end to the flash origin. Respectively colored by time

and VHF power. d) Elevation-azimuth map of the leader channels A-C. e) VHF sources in the

subsequent 300 microseconds after the DPL connection to the ground. It is relevant to note VHF

activity near the previous leader channels A-C.
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3.3 Comparison between the first positive stroke and the subsequent stroke.241

The striking point of the event (2) was about 1.2 km away from our INTF location.242

The accuracy of this location is good because LINET detected both positive strokes and243

provides compatible values (same longitude: -73.8412 and latitude: 7.0674 and 7.0670).244

Furthermore, the INTF mapping confirm they have the same channel and same striking245

point. According to LINET, the peak current of the first positive stroke is 52.2 kA and the246

subsequent 20.7 kA and the time elapsed between them is about 75 ms.247

In Figure 4, we provide an unprecedented high-resolution comparison between the first248

positive stroke and the subsequent stroke. Figure 4a shows only the last 750 µs of the249

first DPL, while the total duration was 4.8 ms, and the return stroke process RS1. Panel b)250

shows the elevation-azimuth map, the VHF sources in dark grey color correspond to the total251

duration of the DPL, except the last 750 µs that are colored according to the time evolution.252

In the background, the VHF sources in light gray color show the flash development before253

RS1. Figure 4c shows the total duration of the subsequent DPL (350 µs) and the return254

stroke process RS2. The subsequent DPL is more intense in VHF and it allows to clearly255

identify the origin of the subsequent positive stroke. The origin of the subsequent positive256

stroke is likely the same as the first DPL, which is from a previous horizontal negative leader257

channel in the lower altitude location (Figure 4b and 4d).258

It is particularly interesting to note the different VHF signatures of the two DPLs. The259

first DPL is propagating in virgin air with a quite constant 2D speed of 1.5×106 m/s in the260

last 750 µs before RS1. The VHF waveform presents an intermittent pattern of bursts of261

VHF pulses with an evident periodicity, every 10-20 µs, located on the positive leader tip.262

A similar observation of this intermittent pattern was recently shown by Pu et al. (2021).263

Further analysis of the VHF bursts and the DPL propagation is reported in the SI.264

The subsequent DPL is faster, following a pre-ionized channel, its average 2D speed is quite265

constant at 1.3× 107 m/s and slightly accelerating in the last 20 µs to 2.0× 107 m/s. This266

speed range is very similar to the speed of dart leaders following negative CG strokes (e.g.,267

Urbani et al., 2021) and the recent measurements of (Zhu et al., 2021). In the subsequent268

DPL, it is not possible to clearly distinguish any intermittent pattern, this could be due to269

the higher speed or different propagation conditions along the pre-existing channel.270

Another remarkable observation is regarding the VHF waveform of the return strokes271

(Figure 4a and 4c). The first RS has a more intense VHF signal and a 2D speed of 5.1×107272

m/s while in the second case the signal amplitude is much weaker and the 2D speed is higher,273

about 1.23× 108 m/s. It is interesting to note that despite the higher speed and the weaker274

signal, the INTF was able to better map RS2 than RS1, which suggests that in RS1 more275

sources were simultaneously emitting (along the channel or in different branches) while in276

RS2 what has been mapped is the wavefront of the return stroke (Figure 3e). We suggest277

that the different VHF signatures between the first and the subsequent return stroke could278

be due to the different conductivity of the channel, higher in RS2 than RS1.279
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Figure 4. Comparison between the first and the second positive strokes of the multi-stroke

event: 2019-10-27 11:15:06 (UTC).

a) VHF waveform and sources mapped by the VHF broadband interferometer (INTF) of the first

positive stroke. The intermittent pattern of VHF is highlighted through two different shades of gray,

an average envelope (red line) and its local maxima of the magnitude (blue dots). b) Elevation-

Azimuth map of the VHF sources located by the INTF, c) VHF waveform and sources mapped by

the INTF of the second positive stroke. d) Elevation-azimuth map of the VHF sources located by

the INTF.
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4 Discussion280

The recent observations by Zhu et al. (2021) by means of the low/high frequency with281

the Córdoba Argentina Marx Meter Array (CAMMA) suggest that the processes in positive282

flashes with multiple strokes to ground sharing the same channel appears very similar to283

the mechanism in -CG flashes but with opposite polarity. Their observations belong to a284

supercell storm anomalously charged with the main negative charge region located above285

the main positive charge region. They observed that the positive subsequent strokes were286

initiated from the decayed in-cloud negative branches near their far ends by recoil leaders.287

In the three-stroke +CG flash presented by Zhu et al. (2021), they were able to map the288

positive recoil leader propagating backward, with a duration of more than 10 ms.289

Similarly to Zhu et al. (2021), we observed that subsequent strokes occur after some290

negative leader branches stop propagating. Therefore, the presence of decayed negative291

channels seems to be a key aspect in multiple positive strokes. We also observed a recoil292

leader initiated from the far end of a decayed leader channel, but in our case it is a much293

faster process (speed 107 m/s and duration of 1.8 ms) and according to our analysis the294

recoil leader polarity seems to be negative. In both flashes we recorded, we observed a295

fast breakdown a few hundred microseconds before the second DPL initiation, respectively,296

200 microseconds for flash (1) and 1.8 milliseconds for (2). The observation of this fast297

breakdown along a new channel path, described in section 3.2, has never been reported298

before. Our interferometer and LMA data do not show a slow positive recoil leader of299

several milliseconds before the subsequent return stroke as observed by Zhu et al. (2021),300

but this is not necessarily in contradiction with their observations. Our instrumentation301

operates at a higher frequency radio band and it is more suited to detect breakdown and302

streamer activity near the head of propagating leaders instead of in-cloud current pulses.303

Therefore, we do not exclude that a slow positive recoil process like the one described by304

Zhu et al. (2021) could occur along one of the cut-off negative leaders during stage (f) in305

Figure 2, while their instrument does not resolve the very fast process we observed during306

stage (g).307

We propose an alternative interpretation of our data, which does not require a slow308

positive recoil leader, but still involved the presence of decayed channels that cut-off after309

the first return stroke (Figure 2e and 2f). The evidence of this disconnection is found in310

the fast breakdown observed in the two milliseconds before the DPL (Figure 3). We assume311

an accumulation of positive charge at the root of one of the previous negative leaders,312

during stage (f), to explain the negative recoil leader we observed in opposite direction of313

a propagating negative leader branch. The fast breakdown acts as a switch that reconnects314

the decayed leader channel branches and allows the positive charge to propagate downward315

in the pre-existing return stroke channel to ground (Figure 2g and 2h). In this scenario, the316

positive leader occurs after the trigger mechanism, and is much faster in time (two order of317

magnitude) than what was observed by Zhu et al. (2021). Actually, our observations have318

similarities to the two-stroke +CG flash shown by Zhu et al. (2021) in their figure 4, where319

a slow positive recoil leader is not evident and it might be an indication of a fast breakdown320

before RS2, as it can be seen in the electric field waveform.321

This mechanism might explain why the multi-stroke +CG flashes through the same322

channel are rare. The reason could be that usually in single stroke +CG flashes the DPL323

originates from the bi-directional flash initiation (e.g., van der Velde et al., 2014), whereas in324

multi-stroke +CG flashes the DPLs mostly originate from in-cloud negative leader channels325

(Wu et al., 2020; Yuan et al., 2020). Furthermore, the condition of sharing the same channel326

to ground instead of initiating a new DPL may be subordinated to the possibility of a re-327

connection with a decayed channel through a fast recoil leader and/or a breakdown.328

The available cases suggest that this type of +CG flash requires more than one main negative329

leader branch near the flash origin and first stroke location. The cutoff must occur within330

tens of milliseconds after the first return stroke in order to maintain conductivity of the331

channel to ground for it to be re-used. These condition may not be facilitated in all storms.332
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Due to the scarcity of similar observations, the data presented are particularly valuable333

in describing the multi-stroke +CG flashes along the same channel. Likely not one single334

mechanism is able to explain each occurrence. Further studies and observations will lead to335

a more complete understanding of this phenomenon.336
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